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Introduction:
The purpose of this eBook is to introduce a critical component missing from most material meant to
assist small business owners and inventors in achieving successful entrepreneurship. While there are
tons of good material out there about entrepreneurship, few if any, present the importance of
understanding the business growth model, and its importance in a successfully navigating the steps
necessary to create a self-sustaining business.

What is Entrepreneurship?
So, what exactly is entrepreneurship? The term
entrepreneur gets thrown around very loosely these
days. It’s used to describe business titans like Steve
Jobs and Richard Branson all the way down to the
business owner who owns the corner store.
At DE, Inc. we take a much clearer view of
entrepreneurship. While many of those business
owners and inventors just getting started have some of
the necessary qualities of an entrepreneur, by our standard they are only “entrepreneurs in training.”
So, what’s the difference? What separates Steve Jobs and Richard Branson from the business owner
who owns the corner store? This is a very good question. And, one more people in business should be
asking.
One problem is the media. They keep telling anyone with a business they are an entrepreneur. So, why
would you ever question them? You just assume they know what they’re talking about and move on to
more important things, like running your business so it continues to be profitable! As a result, the
fallacy continues to perpetuate itself.

How Entrepreneurs Differ from Inventors and Small Business Owners
In the last section, a difference was drawn between inventor, small business owners, and entrepreneurs.
Let’s take a little closer look at the differences here.
I run across inventors all the time! Inventors are not just the mechanical guy in a garage or mad scientist
in their basement. Inventor also includes the guy with an idea every minute who thinks of ways to solve
problems left and right!
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While problem solving and seeing opportunities instead of problems are
competencies of an entrepreneur, the inventor, often cannot execute on
their idea. Or worse, they can’t figure out how to make money with it.
This is key! If you can’t make money with an idea then it’s just that - an
idea. Entrepreneurs know how to monetize their idea, and generate wealth
as a result. This is what the titans have accomplished in spades!
Inventors often seek to partner or get the assistance of a business person
to help with the monetization facet of their enterprise. But, not all
business people are entrepreneurs. An inventor needs to distinguish
between a small business owner and a real entrepreneur.
Based on my many years of experience and research, small business owners approach their business
like a job. Entrepreneurs, on the other hand, build their business as an asset. Then they use the asset
to generate and income. Entrepreneurs create business self-sustainability! Here is what I mean.
Do you know someone that owns a business? Think about it. Do they spend morning, noon, and night
working their business? If they didn’t, would it stop making money for them? If the answer is YES, then
this is an example of a small business owner. According to Small Business Administration (SBA) statistics
there are millions of this kind of business in the US. The problem is they are not generating wealth.
Entrepreneurs create self-sustaining businesses. That means, the business is not dependent on them or
any one individual to successfully generate cash flow and profit. They put in the hard work needed to
create the business so that it operates as a system. Systems are not dependent on the knowledge of the
people. People just become another resource of the system to generate cash flow and profit.
While this may sound very complex and complicated, it
is a simple process. And the process is dependent on
the business growth model, which is the topic of my
book Business Growth Simplified: How to Rapidly
Create a Self-Sustaining Business.
Entrepreneurs are those business owners that have
successfully navigated and mastered the business
growth model to stage 3. So, to become an
entrepreneur you just need to learn, apply, and master
the business growth model!
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Understanding Business Growth: The Missing Piece to Becoming an
Entrepreneur
Funny thing about business growth is it’s a very welldefined process. If you knew what to do; when to do it;
and how to execute wouldn’t growing your business be
much easier? That is why the title of book is Business
Growth Simplified. Let’s take a quick look at the model.
The business growth model has 5 defined stages:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Foundation
Survival
Self-Sustainability
Rapid Growth
Maturity

Also, important to the model are the two factors – leadership and management. Each has 4
characteristics that consistently influence business growth at every stage. They are as follows:

4 Leadership growth factors
Owner Goals — how the owner has decided to use the business as an asset that
supports their personal dream.
Operational Skills — how well the owner understands what the business does to
generate revenue.
Managerial Abilities — how well the owner understands how to direct the management
growth factors towards achieving the owner’s goals for the business.
Strategic Thinking — how well the owner understands outside influences and applies
the management growth factors to react to opportunities and threats to maximize their
return on the investment.
4 Management growth factors
Financial Assets — the money- resources necessary to achieve your business goals.
Personnel Resources — the team necessary to achieve your business goals.
Systems — the processes, procedures, and technologies used to achieve your business
goals.
Business Assets — those tangible and intangible things that a business both owns and
that give value to the business, such as equipment, facilities, customer lists, intellectual
property, and so on.
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Critical to all of this is the fact that there is one, and only one, goal in each stage. You grow your
business by focusing on the 8 factors to achieve the goal for your growth stage. This i what simplifies
business growth. Here are the goals for each business growth stage.

Stage 1: Foundation
Goal: Get monthly cash flow to the point of consistent breakeven.
You might think the foundation stage is the same as the startup
stage of a company. But in fact, there are many businesses that
have existed for years and still cannot breakeven month-tomonth.
Businesses in the foundation stage need better owner leadership
and management that is focused on creating consistent monthly
cash flow. In a later section, you’ll learn about strategies to help
you get out of the foundation stage and move on to making real profits.

Stage 2: Survival
Goal: Consistently achieve owner established profit requirements.
The shift at the survival stage is to move away from just breaking
even every month and truly becoming profitable. As an owner,
you have invested time, money, and hard work into your
business. Now, you need to begin getting rewarded for your
effort with a solid return on investment (ROI).
This means going beyond just making enough to keep the doors
open. You must begin expanding the systems created in the
foundation stage to consistently meet a profit requirement you
have set for your business.
Notice it’s a profit requirement and not a goal! That’s because to become independent and financially
free, the business must generate an income for you, not just a regular paycheck.
Your level of business knowledge needs to increase, too. If not, your business will begin to stagnate. In
a later section, you’ll see why so many business owners get stuck here in the survival stage - “stuck in
nowhere land.”
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Stage 3: Self-Sustainability
Goal Path A. Sustain the business’s success created to this point.
or
Goal Path B. Rapidly grow the business to a large corporation.
When you achieve the self-sustainability stage, your business
consistently generates a profit without you. It is here that you have
the independence and financial freedom to choose your next goal.
Sustaining your current level success means you are choosing to let
your business run itself in a way that keeps it the same size until
you are ready to act on your business succession or exit plan.
Rapidly growing means you are choosing to grow your business
into a large corporation with the help of an executive team.
But beware: many owners think they are in self-sustainability when they are still in the survival stage. As
a result, they get mired between self-sustainability and survival (nowhere land). Most do’t find out until
it’s too late or something happens that they never thought possible.
So, how do you know if you are firmly in self-sustainability? Take the self-sustainability litmus test.
Litmus test: Does the business consistently generate profit without owner intervention?

If your answer is “Yes,” then your business is self-sustainable and has real value because it is running
itself.
If your answer is “No,” then your business is stuck in survival because it relies on you, the owner, to
consistently generate profit.
Being stuck in survival has consequences. You still have a job. And, it will be difficult, if not impossible to
do what you really want to do in your life until you do something about it! You must decide:
1. Do you stay the same size until you act on your succession or exit plan?
2. Do you move to into the rapid growth stage?
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Stage 4: Rapid Growth
Goal: Assure that growth does not outpace assets, resources, and systems.
The rapid growth stage is based on an owner’s decision in
the self-sustainability stage to grow the business into a large
corporation (as opposed to disengaging and keeping the
business the same size).
Self-sabotage can be a problem in the rapid growth stage.
Many business owners started their business to get out of
the corporate grind. Being part of the corporate grind
means you are a cog in a self-sustaining system because you
are serving in an operational role. It stands to reason, if you continue in an operational role in your
business, you’ve created your own corporate grind.
In the rapid growth stage, large sums of capital are needed as the business takes on more and more
customers, and therefore requires more people, equipment, and materials. The resources needed to
service these new customers seems ever expanding. Properly executed, it is in this stage a small
business becomes a big company. If not managed properly, this stage can be the death of a business.
Yet many business owners resist and sabotage their rapid growth efforts by refusing to give up their
operational roles which they are not qualified to do in a large corporate environment.
You can combat this problem using the Personal and Business Goal Assessment. You can find this tool
on the Business Growth Simplified website.

Stage 5: Maturity
Goal: To diversify the company by offering related products or services
to existing customers or by entering new markets.
Once it achieves rapid growth, a business moves into maturity.
The all-too-typical characteristics of businesses in the maturity
stage are that they are big and lethargic. The business has
again reached a plateau. It has saturated its market or
outgrown its management team’s ability to manage the
business’s growth. Businesses in the maturity stage often
cannot react to major shifts in the market and die as a result.
But well managed businesses in this stage begin to diversify in
ways that allow the company to continue to grow.
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Work in the maturity stage is accomplished by moving into other markets or finding related products for
the existing customer base. These other markets or products are really entities in earlier stages of the
growth model. So, you may see different parts of the business begin working at different stages of the
growth model.
For example, you might look at new product development as a strategy here. The new product is just
another application of the foundation stage. So, the growth model can operate at various levels within a
business that offers several products or serves more than one market.

Competencies for Becoming an Entrepreneur
While the last section shows how a business matures, a business owner must also mature as they move
toward entrepreneurship. In fact, more times than not it’s the owner’s failure to mature as a business
person that holds the business back!
For more than 2 decades this has been my life’s work. It is not easy work, as it requires getting people
to make personal changes and change is hard! But, if you ever hope to be an entrepreneur you will have
to make the personal transitions necessary to mature if you hope to achieve entrepreneurship.
Entrepreneurs possess certain competencies. You will master the skills of entrepreneurship by achieving
these competencies. Here are 12 of the most critical competencies in my opinion in getting there.

1. Know what you want personally before you get started (personal goals).
When people start a business, they do it for a reason. It’s what I call their
“WHY”. Over time, with all the demands of their business, many small
business owners lose track of their WHY. Therefore, many become dissatisfied
with their business and their life. You can read more about this dynamic in my
blog post titled Why Are So Many Small Business Owners Unhappy.

2. Tied your business vision directly to your personal goals (passion motivates).
You must do a lot of things that you don’t know how to do or don’t like to do while building your
business. If your business’ foundation is built on your passion, you’ll always be motivated to do
whatever it takes to be successful. This means create goals that motivate.
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3. Know the difference and learn how to think strategically and execute tactically.
Frequently, I find small business owners can think big. But, they can’t put the
details together to make their big ideas a reality. On the other hand, I find
others that want to talk about all the details, but can’t tell you how all those
details fit together to achieve their goal. A success entrepreneur needs to do be
able to think both strategically and tactically, or have a partner who can do
whichever one they do not do well.

4. Know your strengths and weaknesses both personal and professional.
Nobody does everything well, but an entrepreneur needs to do it all. So, knowing your own capabilities
is critical. Apply your strengths to your business and get help to improve your weaknesses. Success will
be the result of accepting yourself or frustration will be the result of avoiding the inevitable.

5. Learn how to ask for help and delegate.
Often small business owners are “go getters.” They do whatever it takes to
get results. In the overall scheme of things this often is an entrepreneur’s
downfall. To grow a business, you must divide and conquer. That means
delegating work to others. Mastering this skill is a must or your business
never grows beyond your span of control. This is how a business’ cash flow
becomes dependent on a single person which impacts the value of your
business significantly. LEARN TO DELEGATE AND THRIVE!

6. Build a management team to assist you in growing your business
I often hear small business owners say, “I cannot afford to hire a management team to manage my
business.” My question to them is, “do you have a financial advisor, CPA, lawyer, business coach?”
What do you think these advisors are supposes to be doing for you? If they’re not, you need to fire your
current team and look for a new one. This is the exact approach I use with all my clients.
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7. Know your “exist strategy” before you start
You’ve heard the adage “if you don’t know where you’re going any
road will get you there.” Not having an exit strategy before you begin
is the same thing. How you build your business is based on what you
ultimately plan to do with it. Depending on how you plan to exit your
business sell it to an investor, pass it on to your family, sell it to your
employees, or just close it down each have a different set of
requirements.
This is the reason that we advocate business self-sustainability as a long-term goal. No matter what
your exist strategy, business self-sustainability will get you there while maximizing your business value.
Frequently when I get a client that wants to exit their business, they have built it incorrectly. As a result,
it takes 3 - 5 years to get it ready to sell or pass it along. If you start out with the end in mind, you can
build it the way you need to reap the benefits along the way too!

8. Know your current business capabilities before developing a business plan
It amazes me how many entrepreneurs don’t know how much revenue their business is currently
capable of generating. If you don’t know, how do you know how much to sell and how much marketing
you need to do? You can understand this concept better by watching the short video Tuning Your
Revenue Engine.

9. Understand the small business growth stages
Growing a small business is a process and has a very predictable cycle that it follows
with key objectives which you must focus based on your stage. If you don’t
understand the cycle and what stage your business is in it’s a crap shoot. You can
find out more about the growth cycle by reading the posts with the Business
Growth Series on our blog or download the Small Business Growth Matrix.

10. Avoid “shiny object syndrome.”
Most entrepreneurs can see an opportunity from a mile away. The
problem is too frequently they get distracted by these “shiny objects.”
Focus your business model so you don’t take on more than the resource
you have available for your currently stage of growth and you will find
many more opportunities available to you in the future when you have
the resources to reap the benefits.
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11. Know who your customers are and speak to them in their language, not yours.
A common problem many small businesses have is the owner is an expert in their discipline, while their
customer is not. That’s why they hired you! But, too frequently owners use technical language or the
features of their product/service instead of the benefits to their customers. Change the way you speak
to your customers and watch how many more you get!

12. Build systems every step of the way so your business ca easily scales as you grow
it.
What gives a business real market value is the ability for the product or service to
be built or delivered by anyone. This is the entire basis of a franchise. As you
create your business if you build processes that anyone can follow it becomes very
easy to train others as your business grows. I believe this one key factor is where
most small businesses get stuck in the qagmire and stagnate more than any other.
I cannot remember a client I ever worked with that had systems built for every
aspect of their business. As a result, some piece of the business was operating less than optimally and
slowing down the rest of the Revenue Engine. Build systems for your buisness and the sky is them limit!

Aligning Your Focus on Entrepreneurship
The problem for many is the lack of focus on the right goal and objectives. As you saw in the section on
the growth model, your goal is already set for you. There are several dimensions to the success formula.
You need all the perspectives to create a complete business strategy. They include:
•
•
•

Knowing where you are trying to go! (what is your exit strategy)
Knowing where you are currently in the growth cycle (are you focused on the right goal?)
Knowing the resources you have at your disposal (an assessment of your revenue engine)

The diagram here shows the SPARC Business Growth Framework. It provides the structure need to
answer all these questions and lead you to your desired outcome. The process is pretty simple:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Find your passion – your vision.
Determine your stage of the growth model.
Assess currently available resources to apply to your strategy.
Establish your business’ strategy based on your definition of success and available resources.
Create action plans to communicate what’s needed to achieve your vision.
Monitor progress in executing your action plans.

Note that because you decided to start a business to achieve your vision, you’ve already selected a
specific set of strategies for achieving success. That means you’ve made a conscious decision to the
disciple of business, learning everything that you can every step of the way helps you achieve success.
Dozens of companies have used this framework for more than a decade to successfully grow their
business and become entrepreneurs. And, the resources, tools, and training provided will help you with
the support you need to apply it.

Mastering the Small Business Growth Cycle
So where do you go from here? First ask yourself, “does what I read here make sense?” If not, why
not? Is it that you just don’t agree with the concept? That’s OK, and I thank you for taking the time to
read through this eBook.
However, if it is because you still don’t understand some of the concepts and ideas presented. Then you
may want to seek out more information. Our blog http://www.yoursmallbusinessgrowth.com/ is an
excellent resource for more research.
If you are ready to move forward right now, then you need to decide how far do you want to wade into
the water. The design of our products is such that you can:
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•
•
•

Do It Yourself (DIY)
DIY with Peer Group Support
DIY with a Coach

Our DIY plan begins by signing up as a DIY member in our Business Growth
Simplified Forum. Here you can ask questions and get answers from BGS
experts on applying our approach to your business. It is designed to help
you learn the concepts and then apply the appropriate tool at the right
time to complete the process on your own.
The DIY with a Little Help approach uses peer group support for
accountability. Peer groups are very effective as companies where owner
belong to a peer group grow 2.2 times faster than those without.
For those that need more disciplined accountability a business coach is our
top-tier method. This is designed to provide a great amount of
accountability to the process by adding someone to focus you on the things
that will result in successful entrepreneurship.
Finally, having us do it with you is for those that need more talent on their team to get things
accomplished. This isn’t really to do it for you. It is meant to augment your team until you can afford
the fulltime resource you will ultimately to free you from your business and make it self-sustaining!

Conclusion
So, there you have it. The road to real entrepreneurship is simpler than you might think. It’s not an easy
road. Knowing all the tactical aspects of business is important, but it doesn’t provide the strategic
aspect necessary to tie it all together. That’s where BGS comes in. We can help you with the strategy.
Understanding the small business growth model is the missing piece. The growth model is the roadmap!
Follow it and you will soon find yourself where you want to be with entrepreneurship and financial
freedom as your prize!

Click the DIY Icon Below to Start Your Journey to Entrepreneurship
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